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The market waits on China and Brazil MARKET SUMMARY: China and Brazil are two very important markets for MOP and the trends here have an impact around the world. Suppliers will have been encouraged by the news that MOP has been moving out of stockpiles more rapidly in recent weeks in both countries. The suppliers have been apparently content to sit and wait through the first quarter of 2009 while stocks are worked down in the various markets around the world. While we have pointed out that there are many importers and/or distributors who would also prefer MOP prices to stay where they are, as they had already bought at the higher prices, there have been some that are pressing for prices to come down. Last week there were calls from distributors in the EU and US markets that argue that the Spring season will be almost entirely lost if prices stay at the current levels. All of which makes the FMB Asia Conference in Beijing next week an important forum. Virtually all of the potash producers have representatives there and meetings will be held with the Chinese buyers. A price for the 2009 deliveries of MOP contracts may not be finalised but significant progress is hoped for on both sides. This week there has been an encouraging development for the suppliers: More than one has had enquiries from Brazilian importers of granular MOP, which may be just price-checking but at least supports suggestions two weeks ago that importers could be looking for fresh cargoes to load end-March or April. Indeed some of the enquiries have been for loading in March. The Carnival holidays start this weekend on 22 February and continue through next week, so nothing is likely to be booked until sometime in March. Main highlights this week Buyers and suppliers prepare to meet in China. Mixed reports from Malaysia as more MOP arrives. Sri Lanka starts rolling price-checks. First enquiries for MOP from Brazilian buyers. MOP prices still weak in the US but SOP holds firm. European markets still very slow. Migao reports strong results for fourth-quarter 2008. APC achieves record production in 2008.



Potash Fertilizer Price Guide (US$ per tonne unless otherwise stated) Contract



Spot



MOP – fob bulk standard Vancouver (+$10-25) 585-800+ *825-925 US Gulf (+$10-20 n.m. NW Europe (+$10-25) *810-975 FSU (+$10-25) 585-965+ *875-960 Jordan (+$10-25) 600-605+ *840-940 Israel (+$10-25) 600-605+ *840-920 Brazil cfr 180d (+$10) *1000-1015 Taiwan/Thai/Phil.cfr (+$25) *1000 (premium for granular MOP) + some contracts, e.g. India, are cfr so fob uses an estimate of the freight deduction which can vary. *indicated prices



SOP – fob bulk standard US Gulf N.W. Europe



(+$20-25) (+€20-25) (premium for granular SOP) * Indicative price



*1,130 *€740-790



All rights reserved. FMB Consultants accepts no liability for the content of this report, or for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the information provided. No company or individual may use the price information contained herein for commercial purposes without the express permission of the publisher. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise - without the prior written permission of the Copyright owner. ©2009 - FMB CONSULTANTS Ltd CHINA: As one of the most important markets in the world, particularly where imports are concerned, much attention is being focussed on this country. As reported last week, the price of MOP has been moving up in the domestic market, driven by the news that NPK plants are resuming production in February and that distributors and importers are looking to raise prices in the future. Consumption is also rising. Local prices for imported MOP are said to have moved up to around Rmb 4,000 pt or more in the last week or two from around 3,600 pt in mid-January. Currently this is an increase equivalent to close to $60 pt. Some say prices were close to Rmb 3,000 at the end of December, in which case prices have risen by close to $150 pt.



FMB Sales Review - 19 February 2009 Product Potash



Origin



Seller



Buyer



Destn



‘000t



$pt bulk



Shipmt



Germany Belg./Germ.



K+S Kali Tess./K+S



blenders Unifert/ASSC



UK Iran



gMOP 30gSOP



c. £565 cif/cfr



Feb on



€785-795 fob



Jan-Mar



Canada



Canpotex



contracts



Australia



s/gMOP



av. over 900 cfr



Jan-Jul



FSU



BPC



Pequiven



Venez./Col. s/gMOP



990/1,000 cfr



Jan-Mar



Canada



Canpotex



contracts



Korea



sMOP



av. over 900 cfr



Jan-Jul



Turkey/FSU



Ost Olgun



GFTO



Syria



5sSOP



€789 cfrlo bgd



Jan



Canada



Canpotex



contracts



Japan



sMOP



+200-220 on fob



Jan-Jul 09



Virtually all NPK plants are now thought to have restarted and there are reports that more than 1 million tonnes MOP has been booked to move from the ports to the plants. One estimate of port stocks puts them at 2.6m tonnes recently but such estimates are viewed with scepticism by others. Another estimate is that total stocks in the country (ports and inland) are between 45m and it is suggested that China could last until July but much depends on the rate of consumption. At the higher level of prices compared to this time last year there is no way to judge at what rate farmers will buy now but one major source believes that stocks could last until April at least. Seeing as another round of meetings will be taking place at the FMB Conference in Beijing next week, the various claims in the paragraphs above may be the suppliers and buyers trying to provide weight to their arguments. Certainly the Chinese are claiming to be under no pressure to make an early settlement. The final negotiations will be held by a consortium and the participants have yet to be confirmed. The last that was heard on price talks was before Christmas when BPC had modified its request to around a $200 pt increase in the fob price, which was reliably believed to be in the high-$500s pt fob in 2008. According to data issued by the National Bureau of Statistics of China, China’s potash production was 80,030t K2O in December 2008, down 28% from
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November and 41.7% less than December 2007. Total production for the full year was 2.77mt K2O in 2008, an increase of 3.6% over 2007. China imported 191,370t K2O equivalent of MOP during December, down 43.5% compared with November and 57.5% from December 2007, bringing the Jan-Dec 2008 total to 3.08mt K2O, a decrease of 45.4% from 2007. In 2008, Sinochem was the leading importer, taking 1.36mt K2O, followed by the CNAMPGC with 509,800t K2O and CNCCC with 77,590t K2O. MALAYSIA:/INDONESIA: CPO (Crude Palm Oil) prices continue to hold at around Ringgits 1,900 pt give or take 50. At this level, all but the smallest plantations can make a good profit. As a result MOP has started to move out of the distributors’ warehouses to the major plantations with perhaps 100,000t taken up recently. Stocks of MOP in the country are still around 500,000t as three vessels have arrived in February, according to some reports, which have discharged about 100,000t. One problem slowing demand is that buyers can purchase three tonnes of 15.15.15 for the price of one tonne of MOP. Even though the K2O content in three tonnes is not much different, the buyer is also getting N and P nutrients. There continue to be a lot of rumours of MOP on offers from local companies around $700 but in all cases they generally believed to be cases where cash flow to pay bank loans is urgently needed or perhaps averaging
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$1,000 MOP with stocks bought earlier at lower prices. Overseas suppliers have not moved from the $1,000 pt cfr. There is even talk of a small tonnage re-exported from East Malaysia but to nearby Kalimantan in Indonesia. Stocks in the whole of Indonesia are at least 600,000t MOP, even higher than Malaysia, so there should not be the demand. This is likely to be a logistics matter which also secures cash flow, if indeed it has happened at all. In Indonesia, local prices are said to be even lower than Malaysia but again this is from stocks held by importers and distributors. VIETNAM: This market has suffered from poor demand but seems to be reviving. Local prices were below $600 pt, again through local distributors seeking cash flow. However, recently they have jumped to over $700 pt and there is talk of more increases to come. SRI LANKA: An unusual system of enquiry/tenders has been instituted by the govt Ministry this month on behalf of public companies like CFC and CCC, who will no longer run their own tenders. The first was closed on Friday 6 Feb and today another has been announced to close tomorrow. Bidders are to supply manufacturer’s certificate of origin, which is next to impossible in 24 hours. It is understood that this will continue every first and third Friday of the month. CFC and CCC don’t actually need any MOP at the moment. In other words this will be a rolling price-check, which suppliers may or may not take seriously. BRAZIL: The ‘Safrina’ season has been much better than expected (it is the summer in Brazil now) and a lot of MOP stocks have moved. The strong US dollar against the Real has given the farmers a much better income than the price in US dollars per bushel would suggest (see also our report two weeks ago). More than one MOP supplier has had enquiries from importers, which may be just price-checking but at least supports suggestions two weeks ago that importers could be looking for fresh cargoes to load end-March or April. Indeed some of the enquiries have been for loading in March. The Carnival holidays start this weekend on 22 February and continue through next week, so nothing is likely to be booked until sometime in March. There are preliminary reports that, while not firm offers, one or two suppliers have given indications that granular MOP could be $900-950 pt cfr on a cash basis. This is to give some allowance for the steep decline in freight rates since the $1,000 pt cfr was established in the third quarter of 2008.
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UNITED STATES: As reported last week, granular MOP continues to be offered up-river at around $700 p.s.t., while the producers’ list prices less the dealer discount would imply the level should be close to $820. Again this is felt to be dealers seeking cash flow from existing stocks. In the SOP business, GSL is still holding firm to prices based on $1,000 p.s.t. ex-plant plus the freight for granular SOP. Thus quotes out of Beaumont in the US Gulf are currently $1,155 per metric tonne fob. Standard SOP would be about $20 below this. EU:/W. EUROPE: This market remains virtually dead. There was some interest expressed by Italian buyers a couple of weeks ago but it may have been covered by the supplies of FSU product via Poland reported last week. Both BPC and IPC continue to ship very small quantities of MOP to their contract customers. EGYPT: Demand for MOP for both the SOP plants and for the oil refining business has been a growing business in this market. However, these have also come to a halt for the time being. COMPANY NEWS CHINA: Migao Corporation announced on 12 February that it was “pleased to report revenue of $76.5 million for the three-month period ended December 31, 2008, representing a 210% increase compared to $24.7 million for the same quarter in 2007. EBITDA for the first quarter ended December 31, 2008 was $14 million or 18% of revenue as compared to $4 million or 16% of revenue in the same period in 2007. Net income was $12 million or 16% of revenue for the quarter compared to $3.1 million or 13% of revenue in the same quarter in 2007. Basic earnings per share were $0.27 for the quarter, compared to $0.08 per share in the same quarter in 2007. "Demand for our products remains strong in the face of the global economic downturn," said Mr. Liu Guocai, President and CEO of Migao. "Our quarterly results are in line with our expectations. The results include very little revenue contribution from the expansion of 60,000 tonnes per year of potassium sulphate at Guangdong Migao, which worked up to full production levels in January of this year and will be contributing at full production rates for the balance of the year and beyond." Gross margin remained in the target range at 22.6% of revenue. This is in line with expectations as raw material costs and selling prices did not change materially during the quarter as has been experienced in previous
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quarters. Gross margin includes startup costs with no offsetting revenue associated with the Guangdong Migao expansion of 60,000 tonnes of annual potassium sulphate production. The price and supply of Migao's primary raw material, potassium chloride, is currently being negotiated and the outcome of which will determine the Company's selling prices for the rest of the year. It is expected that the negotiations between China and the major potassium chloride producers will be concluded in the next 60-90 days. The increased revenue on a comparable period basis is a result of increased production capacity as well as increased selling prices, which went into effect in the summer of 2008 and have maintained since. Consumer demand for high value fruits and vegetables and tobacco in China remains strong and is growing. Certain crop customers of Migao have begun or increased the export of their crops during 2008 and expect to expand their international sales in 2009. At the end of the quarter, the Company had $46 million or approximately 60,000 tonnes of potassium chloride in inventory and $19 million of finished goods inventory on hand. Subsequent to the end of the quarter, the Company signed a purchase contract securing 70,000 tonnes of potassium chloride, further ensuring no disruption to the supply of a critical raw material. At the current annual run rate of 320,000 tonnes of specialty fertilizers, Migao requires approximately 260,000 tonnes of potassium chloride, of which half has been secured to date. As at December 31, 2008, Migao reported cash of $18 million and working capital of $117 million. At December 31, 2008, long-term debt was nil and current bank debt was $17 million. Income tax during the quarter totaled $0.8 million compared to $0.4 million in the quarter ended December 31, 2007. Each of Migao's wholly owned operating subsidiaries qualify for a favourable tax program whereby the first two profitable years are tax exempt and the next three years' tax rate is half of the prescribed corporate rate. Increased income tax paid during the quarter is a result of the subsidiaries entering the taxable years of the reduced rate program. On October 27, 2008, Migao announced that a 100,000 tonne per year compound fertilizer facility was being constructed at Sichuan Migao. The new specialty fertilizer will combine the Company's low-chloride potassium nitrate and or potassium sulphate with other essential crop nutrients to be applied directly to tobacco crops. This new facility makes the Company the largest provider of specialty fertilizer to the tobacco industry in China. The decision to expand the Company's line of business into compounding is a result of requests by Migao's largest customer for compound fertilizer. The Company plans to expand this line of business into other
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tobacco growing regions in China after the Sichuan facility is fully established at full production levels. The Sichuan-based facility is expected to begin full production in March 2009. The Company recently announced that it will change its fiscal year end to March 31 from the current fiscal year end of September 30. The change in year end has been made to better align Migao's financial reporting, tax planning, and business cycles with customers and suppliers. The change takes effect immediately and therefore Migao will report transitional fiscal 2009 financial results for the six-month period ending March 31, 2009. "Migao continues to meet its corporate revenue and profitability growth objectives in an environment where many industries are experiencing revenue and earnings declines," said Mr. Liu Guocai. "Migao is not immune to its industry's pressures and challenges; we have however, been successful in anticipating areas of pressure and preparing for challenges. For example, Migao's products are currently subjected to a 105% export tariff, negating the opportunity for international sales. As a result of this tariff, we have been exploring opportunities to expand our production capacity outside of China and we look forward to reporting on this progress as it develops."” SDIC Xinjiang Luobupo Potash Co Ltd completed its 4.8 billion Rmb 1.2m tpa SOP project in November 2008, raising its total potash fertilizer capacity to 1.3mtpy. The company is planning to raise total potash fertilizer capacity to 3m tpa by 2013. The second phase was officially launched in December 2008. It is designed to be constructed in three phases: A 100,000 tpa potassium magnesium sulphate pilot plant is scheduled to be completed around the end of 2009, a 60,000 tpa SOP factory will be constructed from 2009 to 2011 and a 1.1m tpa potassium magnesium sulphate unit will be constructed from 2010 to 2012. JORDAN: Arab Potash Company announced on 15 February “preliminary results for the year ended December 31, 2008. In safety, the Company achieved an all time record low for Lost Time Accidents. This significant achievement was made possible by the focused efforts of the Company’s employees and management . The Company produced a record 2.004 million tonnes of potash – the first time in it’s history that production has exceeded 2.0 million tonnes. This new record represents an increase of 12 percent over 2007 production of 1.8 million tonnes. Potash sales volumes increased by 2 percent over 2007 to reach 1.9 million tonnes (of which approximately 1.7
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million tonnes were exported). Realized potash prices increased in the first half of the year and on a year-overyear basis average realized price more than doubled. Consolidated sales revenues reached JD 667.6 million, an increase of JD 376.2 million or 129 percent over 2007. Consolidated net income increased by JD 159.7 million or 106 percent over 2007 to reach JD 309.9 million.”



7th FMB East European Fertilizer Conference & Exhibition



Wednesday 1 – Friday 3 July 2009 Radisson SAS Daugava Hotel, Riga, Latvia Host Sponsor



Register online at: www.fmb-group.co.uk



Phone: +44 20 8979 7866 Email: [email protected] Fax: +44 20 8979 4573
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